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'FocusOn' Maize - a new resource from Burleigh Dodds 
 

Originating in Mexico in 5000 BC, today 870 million tonnes of maize is grown providing a staple food for an estimated 1 billion

people across the world.
 

Burleigh Dodds is proud to introduce a unique resource, 'FocusOn', created for the maize research community and is the focus of

this newsletter. In it we have the latest blog post from Francis Dodds about achieving climate-smart maize cultivation. We also

share the latest news and latest videos available on maize as well as explaining more about this new resource.

Climate-smart maize

In his latest blog Francis Dodds looks at

the importance of adaption, mitigation

and security as the three goals of

climate-smart agriculture.

To achieve these goals, the cultivation

of staple crops such as maize needs to

achieve 'more with less.'

Read the blog here

'FocusOn' - Your new

resource

Burleigh Dodds is excited to introduce a

unique resource for the maize research

community.

Our new website pages will ensure you

can find essential information on the

key issues facing maize and how

research is addressing them.

See the new pages here

The power of video

Did you know that by the end of 2015

60% of all content viewed on line will be

video based?

The thirst for engagement means that

video content is the most effective way

to communicate and therefore Burleigh

Dodds is sharing the best maize

videos available online.

Watch the videos here.

The latest news on maize

Maize is the staple food for an

estimated 1 billion people across the

world and at Burleigh Dodds we think

it's important to keep up to date with

the latest news in the world of maize. 

Our new website resource has a

dedicated portal where you can keep up

to date on the latest news and

developments on maize.

View the latest maize news here
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